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Text  
安杏 鮎慰意闇庵 

鮎 以旭鮎 安芦庵安葵闇 慰渥盡葦袷葵闇葦庵- .慰鯵位鮎渥以 闇葦偉闇 握囲 慰葦安葵盡 安 旭皹鯵位或 以旭鮎 慰渥盡葦盧- 旭鮎 蘯鮎鯵或 芦椅 闇握眩 伊旭安渥以穐鮎 芦睫葵慰葦位盒葵庵 以渥鮎芦慰 葵皺握闇 闇渥偉葵盡以- 尉旭慰盒芦安
 .安芦庵安闇葦以 椅芦盡 葦皹 尉旭慰盒芦安 安芦椅葵或 芦皹葵庵 伊旭杏芦以 依 渥椅鯵偉 闇握偉穐鮎 慰 旭皹穐鮎粟  葵按 握睫 伊闇握偉 芦皹 皹 渥皹 旭位葵慰葦眩 慰鯵位葵按 握睫 伊闇握偉 芦皹 皹 渥皹葵庵 芦鞍旭袷 芦皺 夷葦慰 芦睫葵威葦囲盒葵庵 芦鞍

椅旭鮎- .盪 芦椅盒蘯或葵睫袷  芦鞍葵袷 芦皺 安芦庵安闇葦以 椅芦盡 葦皹 尉旭慰盒芦以 安旭闇 葵安握闇 依睛椅芦盡 葦皹 椅葦盡 葦皹 椅握夷闇握或 葵盂葦安 安芦偉 芦盂葦或蘯  鮎鯵以 芦鞍葵位葵慰葦杏葵庵 夷芦慰葵按 握椅 鮎鯵以
 .慰鯵位葵按 握椅安 椅旭鮎葵庵 慰睛惟葵意握椅 鮎鯵以 芦鞍葵慰闇握惟葵意 葦暗闇握威葵囲 椅渥鮎-闇握按葵偉 闇 渥或葵眥握夷 .尉旭慰盒芦以 安旭闇 葵安握闇 依睛椅芦盡 葦皹 椅葦偉 葵皹 慰鯵惟葵或握椅 鮎鯵以 芦鞍旭慰庵  安 芦椅葵闇 芦安葵庵

 芦盥葦安 芦鞍葵或 芦皹睛椅葵以蘯 芦鞍葵慰闇握杏 葵皺握以葵庵 芦鞍 旭椅芦位穐鮎葦以葵庵 芦鞍葵盧葵或葦夷葵以蘯 芦鞍葵以 安芦以葵杏盒葵以 伊旭杏芦以 尉旭慰盒芦安 椅葦盡 葦皹 .葵鞍芦眞握夷 伊闇握慰按  穐鮎 安芦眇 葦暗葦以葵庵 芦鞍 葵睫葵位旭安葵或握以葵庵 慰 旭皹
以芦杏 安旭闇 葵安握睫 芦鞍旭惟葵慰盖葵盡-鯵杏茜鮎旭以 盪 芦椅盒蘯或葵睫 }囲{ .以暗  葦或 旭皹 伊闇握偉 芦皹 夷葦或 旭皹 伊闇握偉 芦皹 椅鯵椅葵盡 葦皹 夷葦或 旭皹 芦鞍葵以 芦睫葵慰葦威芦囲葵庵 蘯闇 芦安葵庵 伊闇握位芦夷葵眷 夷

 .安芦偉 芦皹 伊闇握夷芦盡葵慰盖葵庵 夷 葦皹渥睫 伊闇握偉 芦盂葦安 椅鯵椅葵盡 葦皹 夷葦或 旭皹 闇 渥位葵闇 芦鞍葵以案  握夷握或 葵盂葦安 皹旭袷鯵暗葦盡 安芦夷蘯慰 葵睫 慰葦威睛皹 芦睫葵慰葦或穐夷葦安葵庵 慰睛皺芦夷旭盡 闇
闇握慰梓眷握眩葦安 伊睛闇葵盡 皹旭袷鯵暗葦以以芦杏葵盡 慰芦威睛皹 蘯慰闇 握或穐夷 葦睫 伊- .伊旭杏葵惟葵慰盖闇  芦慰葵意蘯 安芦偉 芦皹 伊闇 握盂握位穐暗葦安 椅葦偉 葵皹 椅渥鮎 伊旭睫 葵皹葦盧握意葵庵 慰睛慰葵盧 伊旭椅鮎

以芦杏葵以 尉旭慰盒芦盡-以旭鮎 皹闇握鮎 伊旭睫葵或 葦皹葵庵 伊旭杏芦以 安旭闇 葵安握睫 鮎庵握安 以渥或睛闇 芦安闇旭或 葵皹鯵闇-以旭鮎 皹闇握鮎葵庵 睛椅芦盻 梓暗穐鮎- .蘯或 梓皹芦睫 睛睫葵暗葦眷 葵皹握位  以渥或睛闇
 穐暗葦安 椅葦偉 葵皹 鮎庵握安椅旭鮎 蘯慰葵惟葵意握椅 鮎鯵以葵庵 蘯夷芦慰葵按 握椅 鮎鯵以 伊旭杏芦以 安旭闇 葵安 握睫 安芦偉 芦皹 伊闇 握盂握位-椅旭鮎 蘯慰葵惟葵或握椅 鮎鯵以葵庵 芦安闇 旭暗闇握威葵囲- . 芦安闇旭慰握按葵偉  闇握眩

依 握位 伊旭杏芦以 安旭闇 葵安握睫 皹旭袷鯵意 鮎庵握安 以渥或睛闇-椅旭鮎 蘯以葵杏鮎鯵睫 安旭袷 芦盍葦安- .盪 芦椅盒蘯或葵睫 皹闇握鮎 蘯或 梓皹芦睫 椅鮎鯵盻 葦安 以渥或睛眇 葦安 椅葦偉 葵皹握盡 以旭鮎-
 .睛椅芦盻 梓暗穐鮎闇袷 闇握杏葵庵-以盖 芦鞍 旭椅闇握位穐夷 袷葦眇 握位 安鯵偉芦意 睛鮎 芦鞍 旭椅闇握位穐夷葦以 慰芦眩葵位握位 蘯慰葵眩葵位握椅-椅旭鮎 皹闇握鮎 蘯偉睛睫- .庵闇 握暗盒  伊闇握偉 芦皹 慰葦眷葵囲握位葵盡

闇渥偉 葵皹 慰葦眷葵囲握位葵盡 芦鞍 旭椅闇 握位穐夷 椅渥鮎渥位 安旭偉葵意 握睫 以渥或睛眇 葦安 慰葦暗盖-慰芦眩葵位握闇 椅鯵鮎蘯或葵椅- .葵鞍芦以 睛椅芦偉 葵意握位 安旭盡葵慰 葦睫 伊闇握偉 芦盂葦安 或鯵慰 闇握威葵以  闇 握威葵以蘯
 .葵鞍芦以 慰渥杏鯵位 鮎蘯安 椅鯵鮎蘯或葵睫 慰葦眷葵囲握位 闇握眩 睛椅芦偉 葵意握位 案闇握夷葵位葦睫 伊闇握偉 芦盂葦安 案鯵夷葵位 椅旭鮎 皹闇握鮎 蘯偉睛椅 鮎鯵以葵庵- 芦椅鮎渥慰芦闇葵庵 睛椅闇握位穐夷

 .伊旭杏闇 渥安鯵以茜鮎 安芦庵安葵闇 闇握偉穐鮎 闇握眩 芦鞍闇 旭安鯵以茜鮎渥位 椅旭鮎 伊旭椅闇 握皺穐夷葦庵-椅旭鮎葵庵 闇 葦椅鯵睇梓暗- 葦皹闇握庵 伊 芦椅鯵鮎 伊旭椅闇 握皺穐夷葦庵 蘯慰葵位 葵皹握睫 闇 葦案芦眷 葵皹握位 伊旭睫葵或
 葦夷以- .暗葦案旭或芦以 尉旭慰盒芦安  . 芦安闇旭以芦夷 暗葦案旭或芦以 伊 旭睫葵或 葦皹闇握庵 夷葦或鯵皺芦以 伊 旭睫葵以葦杏穐鮎葦庵 盪芦闇葵慰握眷 尉旭慰盒芦安 安芦偉 葵椅芦偉葵庵杏 安葦位 蘯慰葵位鮎鯵椅 闇握杏葵庵-

椅旭鮎 委鯵囲茜鮎旭偉 鮎鯵以葵庵 夷芦慰葵按握偉 鮎鯵以 依 渥安 椅握夷闇握或 葵盂葦安 安芦偉 芦盂葦盡 以葦杏鮎鯵眥- .蘯偉 渥椅盒蘯或葵睫 椅旭鮎 闇 握椅闇握蘯握惟葵庵- 安芦偉 芦盂葦盡 伊旭杏芦以 闇 握椅芦杏葵慰握盡
 握盂葦安椅旭鮎 椅 芦皺芦夷葵庵 椅闇 握盂- .伊闇握偉 芦盂葦安 皹鯵以 葵皹握以 安盒蘯或葵睫葦安  握位 伊 旭睫葵以葦杏穐鮎葦庵 椅握偉闇 握位 葵盂葦安 安芦偉 芦盂葦安 椅渥鮎 伊旭睫葵夷葦慰葵按蘯依- 依 芦皹芦闇 安盒蘯或葵睫葦安

袷葦夷 椅握夷闇 握皹葵睫葦安 安芦偉 芦盂葦安 袷葦夷- .依 芦皹芦闇 蘯以葵杏鮎鯵睫 盪芦椅盒蘯或葵睫 鮎睛盡 闇握眩 椅 梓椅握位葵惟握以 慰渥杏芦眞握椅 鮎鯵以 尉旭慰盒芦安葵庵- 握眩 尉旭慰盒芦安 闇握以闇- 伊闇握慰渥粟
 .闇握袷芦眞握夷 伊旭睫盖 伊闇握或 芦皹睛椅葵庵  }囲{ .尉旭慰盒芦以 蘯偉 葵睫握睫 安芦眤梓鮎葵盥 伊旭杏 葵椅葦盻 梓暗穐鮎 尉旭慰旭鮎 以鯵杏葵或蘯 闇握眩- 芦盻 梓暗穐鮎渥位 慰葦杏芦位蘯 芦鞍闇 握暗盒 葵鞍蘯位芦闇 睛椅

 .庵闇 握暗盒 慰葦眩葵位握位 椅渥鮎 以盖芦粟葵庵 庵闇芦以渥鮎 或鯵慰芦睇葦安 睛以穐鮎鯵粟 鮎芦或蘯 安旭闇 葵安握闇 鮎鯵以 闇握眩 皹闇握鮎葵庵- 握盍握安葵庵 以渥鮎鯵盥 睛眤 闇渥袷葵眩 鮎芦惟芦位蘯 睛袷芦闇 安芦粟闇
 .睛椅芦眤梓鮎葵粟 椅旭鮎 或 葦盂握暗葵庵-椅旭鮎 或闇 握皹渥安葵庵 睛慰芦眩葵位握位 闇渥偉 葵皹-慰葦杏芦位 慰 旭皹穐鮎 皹闇握鮎芦以 委渥袷鯵夷芦安- .睛椅芦盻 梓暗穐鮎葦以 或 芦皹葵庵 睛以 鮎鯵以 伊握鮎葵庵-

 葦盡 鮎芦惟芦闇葵庵 以渥或睛眇 葦安 椅葦偉 葵皹 袷葦夷 睛椅鯵鮎 安旭偉鯵睇葦安 袷葦闇葵盡 睛慰芦眩葵位握位 安芦闇芦安葵庵 睛以 或闇 握皹芦安 闇渥盧 睛袷芦闇 安盒葵惟芦位睛椅芦盻 梓暗穐鮎葦以 或 芦皹葵庵 以渥或鯵眇 ./ 

 
 闇握杏葵庵- .葵鞍芦眞握夷 闇 葦暗芦庵 或 芦皹睛椅葵庵 慰渥盥 睛盡 芦睫葵意葦按 茜暗旭安葵庵 葵鞍芦眞握夷 睛袷芦闇 安芦案芦位蘯 芦鞍闇握暗盒 葵鞍蘯位芦闇 以盖- 握盡葵慰 葦椅葵庵 葵鞍 旭皹旭偉 睛睫握鮎渥位 暗葦睇握睫 椅闇

 .葵鞍芦眞握夷 芦鞍闇 握暗盒 闇 渥暗葵庵 芦鞍闇 旭安鯵以茜鮎渥位 芦椅鮎渥慰芦闇葵庵 椅旭鮎-鮎鯵以 芦鞍葵眷葵囲葦眩- 旭皹旭偉葵盡 睛以 依 渥睫握椅鮎鯵以 椅闇握盡葵慰葦位葵或蘯 葵鞍- .芦鞍旭以葵杏盒 依 渥睫握椅  闇握偉 穐鮎
慰 旭皹穐鮎 伊旭杏闇渥安鯵以茜鮎 安芦庵安葵闇-椅旭鮎 伊旭杏芦以 椅 渥椅芦以 伊握闇芦慰葵惟握位 尉旭慰旭鮎渥位 伊旭杏 葵椅旭鮎 闇 握椅鮎渥惟睛安-囲{ .伊闇 握安鯵以鮎渥以 伊旭杏芦以 椅睛闇 葵安握以 依葦夷葦偉葵眩 尉旭慰旭鮎 }

 闇握杏葵庵-慰葦眩葵位握偉葵庵 葵鞍芦眞握夷 芦鞍闇握暗盒 葵鞍蘯位芦闇-鮎鯵以 葵鞍芦以- .袷旭或芦夷 椅葦袷鯵或穐夷 睛盡 袷鯵或穐夷 葦椅位  葵眩袷葦夷 葵鞍芦眞握夷 安旭闇 葵安握闇 或 芦皹睛椅葵眩 慰闇握杏 芦皺- 椅葦偉 葵皹
 .葵鞍芦眞握夷 袷鯵或穐夷葦闇 以渥或鯵眇 葦安 以旭鮎 或 芦皹葵庵 睛眞握夷 庵闇芦偉芦或蘯 鮎蘯安 葵鞍芦眞握夷渥位 鮎芦惟芦闇葵庵-以旭鮎葵庵 睛睫葵暗葦眷 葵皹握位- .或蘯皹芦闇 庵闇 芦椅鯵或穐鮎 椅葦盻 梓暗穐鮎 闇握眩-

慰 旭皹穐鮎 伊渥安 闇葦袷芦或穐夷- 旭眩葵位握位 蘯慰葵杏芦眞握闇 鮎鯵以 伊握闇芦慰葵惟握位 尉旭慰旭鮎渥位 伊芦椅鯵鮎 闇 握椅鮎渥惟睛安 .袷旭或芦夷 椅旭慰 鮎鯵以- 芦椅鮎渥慰芦闇葵庵 葵鞍旭慰芦威葵盡 睛或 安旭盧葵慰 握椅 
 芦鞍闇 旭安鯵以茜鮎渥位. 
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Vayiqra 乍 
1 The Lord spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai: 2 Speak to the Israelite people and say to them: When you 
enter the land that I assign to you, the land shall observe a sabbath of the Lord. 3 Six years you may sow 
your field and six years you may prune your vineyard and gather in the yield. 4 But in the seventh year 
the land shall have a sabbath of complete rest, a sabbath of the Lord: you shall not sow your field or prune 
your vineyard. 5 You shall not reap the aftergrowth of your harvest or gather the grapes of your 
untrimmed vines; it shall be a year of complete rest for the land. 6 But you may eat whatever the land 
during its sabbath will produce — you, your male and female slaves, the hired and bound laborers who 
live with you, 7 and your cattle and the beasts in your land may eat all its yield. 
8 You shall count off seven weeks of years — seven times seven years — so that the period of seven 
weeks of years gives you a total of forty-nine years. 9 Then you shall sound the horn loud; in the seventh 
month, on the tenth day of the month — the Day of Atonement — you shall have the horn sounded 
throughout your land 10 and you shall hallow the fiftieth year. You shall proclaim freedon throughout the 
land for all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee for you: each of you shall return to his holding and each of 
you shall return to his family. 11 That fiftieth year shall be a jubilee for you: you shall not sow, neither 
shall you reap the aftergrowth or harvest the untrimmed vines, 12 for it is a jubilee. It shall be holy to 
you: you may only eat the growth direct from the field. 
13 In this year of jubilee, each of you shall return to his holding. 14 When you sell property to your 
neighbor, or buy any from your neighbor, you shall not wrong one another. 15 In buying from your 
neighbor, you shall deduct only for the number of years since the jubilee; and in selling to you, s/he shall 
charge you only for the remaining crop years: 16 the more such years, the higher the price you pay; the 
fewer such years, the lower the price; for what s/he is selling you is a number of harvests. 17 Do not 
wrong one another, but fear your God; for I the Lord am your God. 

18 You shall observe My laws and faithfully keep My rules, that you may live upon the land in security; 
19 the land shall yield its fruit and you shall eat your fill, and you shall live upon it in security. 20 And 
should you ask, "What are we to eat in the seventh year, if we may neither sow nor gather in our crops?" 
21 I will ordain My blessing for you in the sixth year, so that it shall yield a crop sufficient for three 
years. 22 When you sow in the eighth year, you will still be eating old grain of that crop; you will be 
eating the old until the ninth year, until its crops come in. 

23 But the land must not be sold beyond reclaim, for the land is Mine; you are but strangers resident with 
Me. 24 Throughout the land that you hold, you must provide for the redemption of the land. 

25 If your kinsperson is in straits and has to sell part of his holding, his/her nearest redeemer shall come 
and redeem what his/her kinsperson has sold. 26 If a person has no one to redeem for him/her, but 
prospers and acquires enough to redeem with, 27 s/he shall compute the years since its sale, refund the 
difference to the person to whom s/he sold it, and return to his/her holding. 28 If s/he lacks sufficient 
means to recover it, what s/he sold shall remain with the purchaser until the jubilee; in the jubilee year it 
shall be released, and s/he shall return to his/her holding.  

35 If your kinsperson, being in straits, comes under your authority, and you hold him/her as though a 
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resident alien, let him/her live by your side: 36 do not exact from him/her advance or accrued interest, but 
fear your God. Let him/her live by your side as your kinsperson. 37 Do not lend him/her your money at 
advance interest, or give him/her your food at accrued interest. 38 I the Lord am your God, who brought 
you out of the land of Egypt, to give you the land of Canaan, to be your God. 

39 If your kinsperson under you continues in straits and must give him/herself over to you, do not subject 
him/her to the treatment of a slave. 40 S/he shall remain with you as a hired or bound laborer; s/he shall 
serve with you only until the jubilee year. 41 Then s/he and his/her children with him/her shall be free of 
your authority; s/he shall go back to his/her family and return to his/her ancestral holding. — 42 For they 
are My servants, whom I freed from the land of Egypt; they may not give themselves over into servitude. 
— 43 You shall not rule over him/her ruthlessly; you shall fear your God. 

 

Context  

Parashat B'har introduces some of the concepts of the shmita-sabbatical and yovel-jubilee 
years. On the seventh year, the land and all who work it—human and animal—are to rest from 
agricultural labor. On the sabbatical year, everyone is to live on the produce of the prior year, 
and to harvest the produce that grows spontaneously from the earth. When seven cycles of 
sabbaticals are complete, the fiftieth year is the jubilee—the Torah instructs the inhabitants to 
desist from working the land, and for all persons to return to their original holding, their ancestral 
plot. All land prices are therefore to be calculated according to the number of years of harvest 
remaining until the jubilee. God promises abundance in the sixth year in order to provide for the 
observance of the sabbatical and jubilee. The remainder of the parasha instructs to avoid 
exploiting people's poverty between jubilee years.  
 

Explorations 

The observance of the shmita-sabbatical cycle is part of the “holiness code” in VaYiqra. This 
parasha emphasizes how holiness integrates ritual observances and the mishkan service with 
everyday life. Along with the focus on the kohanim-priests and religious ritual functions, the 
holiness code engages the entire community in a web of commitments that connects people, 
the material world, and the divine. Shmita laws sanctify the every-day work-cycle and the 
human connections that arise from sustaining ourselves. 

Shabbat, shmita, and yovel all define holiness in the dimension of time—in cycles of seven. On 
Shabbat, the seventh day, people and animals rest from productive labor; during shmita, the 
seventh year, the land and its inhabitants rest from productive labor and debts are absolved; on 
the fiftieth year, we sanctify by returning to the portion of land that each person inherits through 
the generations of her/his family. These commandments create a sacred rhythm of weeks and 
years that interrupts and releases our preoccupation with work and property, with daily needs. 
The Torah limits both the accumulation of wealth and destitution by regularly leveling economic 
gaps  and redistributing resources. The seventh day, seventh year, and seventh cycle of seven 
years consecrate time through rest and renewal, thought and spirit—a pause, a breath for 
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refreshment.  

Along with similarities, there are some very significant differences between shabbat and shmita. 
Whereas the Torah holds shabbat to be part of the structure of Creation—from bereishit—our 
parasha clarifies from the first verse, and Rashi emphasizes (on VaYiqra 25:1), that shmita is 
from Mount Sinai—revealed to the Israelites with the Torah. Whereas shabbat is potentially 
relevant to all people, in every place, shmita pertains to the Jewish People in the Land of Israel. 
Shabbat offers a taste of the world-to-come, accessible weekly anywhere on earth. Whereas 
Shabbat institutes the sanctification of time, shmita institutes sanctification of space and time. 
Shmita is among the commandments that can only be fulfilled while living in the land of Israel. 
Shabbat draws our attention away from where we are in space into a “Palace in Time”, to quote 
Avraham Joshua Heschel. Heschel characterizes the disctinction between time and space in 
gender terms, 

We usually think that the earth is our mother, that time is money and profit our mate. The seventh 

day is a reminder that God is our father, that time is life and the spirit our mate. (Shabbat, p 76)  

 
For Heschel, space affiliates with the profane. His view developed during and in the aftermath of 
virulent anti-Semitism and Nazism in Europe which claimed the lives of much of his family. He 
envisions Shabbat holiness as escape from the material world and its persecutions. God, the 
father, time, is the spiritual homeland for which he longs. For Heschel, earth, the mother, is too 
vulnerable, defenseless, and ultimately corruptible.  

Zionism and the establishment of the State of Israel, affords Jews the possibility to re-connect 
with space, and to express holiness in relation to earth—as the Torah conceives. In mystical 
terms, the homecoming of the Jewish People to the Land of Israel aspires to reuinify the male 
and female in the divine One. Israel makes it possible for sacred space and time to converge; 
Israel makes the definitions of time and space in terms of dyads—male-female and father-
mother—unnecessary, obsolete. By contrast with Heschel's view of Shabbat, shmita draws us 
into the land and its nurturing potency. Shmita also embroils us in the complexities and 
contradictions between a biblical ideal and its fulfillment in a contemporary setting.  

Before Rav Kook, one of the great innovators of religious Zionism, arrived in Israel in 1904, he 
romanticized shmita as a link between Jewish re-settlement of the land and  redemption. He 
fantasized the nation liberated during that year from daily labor, studying and pursuing all 
manner of meaningful activities. Once he was in the land, he became acquainted with farmers 
struggling in the young settlements, who could not afford to spend an entire year without 
tending the soil. Identifying with their desperate plight and the harrowing conditions in the land, 
he found a legal loophole whereby Jewish farmers symbolically sell their land to non-Jews, and 
thus may continue to work it during shmita. Rav Kook's ruling enabled the Israeli chief rabbinate 
to uphold the sale procedure so that Israeli farmers can earn their living, and the Israeli public 
can afford to buy food. In our day, Ultra-Orthodox halakhic authorities do not feel bound by this 
decision, nor by its values. This controversy affects the economy and society, and increases 
disaffection on all sides. Concerning the disputes of the last shmita year, 2007/8, one 
progressive Israeli religious figure comments, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Isaac_Kook
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"As in the past, and after investigating the situation of agriculture in this country, Israel's Chief Rabbinate is 
instructing Jewish farmers in Israel to sign deeds of sale for the lands they possess so that Jewish farming 
can continue in Israel. However, at the same time, the Rabbinate has informed the chief rabbis of Israeli 
cities that they are not bound by this instruction, thus enabling the ultra-Orthodox community to follow a line 
of conduct that zealously protects - and focuses exclusively on - the interests of ultra-Orthodox consumers. 
As a result, we find chief rabbis of cities issuing instructions forbidding restaurants and other establishments 
from using Israeli agricultural produce and requiring them to work only with suppliers importing foreign 
produce."

  

[Benjamin Lau, "Observing Shmita Sensibly," Haaretz, 10/09/2007] 

 

In response to the hardship caused by these strictures, a group of Zionist rabbis mobilized 
dissent against the chief rabbinate. Their Tsohar organization issues its own shmita certificates 
to institutions and businesses where the local rabbis would not honor the land sale agreement. 
Rabbi Rafi Feuerstein, chairman of Tsohar, says, “We believe it is important to strengthen 
Jewish farmers and provide reasonably priced produce to the Jewish nation” [Steven Erlanger, 
"As Farmers and Fields Rest, a Land Grows Restless," New York Times, October 8, 2007].  
 
After protracted deliberation and appeal, the Israeli Supreme Court ordered the chief rabbinate 
to replace any municipal rabbi refusing to accept the symbolic sale, the heter mechira. ["Israel's 
Top Court Backs Loophole in Farming Law," New York Times, November 27, 2007]. In the wake 
of the ruling, the Israeli justice minister commented that he would oppose the adoption of an 
Israeli constitution that prohibited the Supreme Court from ruling on conflicts between the state 
and religion. Lau concludes his essay about shmita, 
 

We must apply the original idea of the shmita, a year when commercial competition is 
suspended and we refine our qualities, to other channels relevant to most Israelis. It is 
neither correct nor moral to subjugate our small community of Jewish farmers to a 
commandment whose observance is no longer possible. 
 

Lau advocates for a humane religious solution—to circumvent the laws through the necessary 
manipulations. This has become a mainstream approach to shmita observance—finding 
halakhic solutions to enable people to carry on with their personal and business lives as usual. 
At the same time, he advocates to apply the values of shmita to non-agricultural realms of 
economic activity, in order to make shmita more meaningful to Israeli society. 
 
Some view the shmita debate as a contest between the Ultra-Orthodox and mainstream 
religious authorities. Others view it as an exercise in modernizing halakha to respond to twenty-
first century conditions. While both of these are true, the debate also reveals a challenge facing 
Zionism— how to apply Jewish ideals to contemporary reality. Organized today as a modern 
urbanized nation, there is no doubt that adhering to the utopian shmita principles jeopardizes 
the well-being of many. However, there is not enough acknowledgment within the Zionist camp 
of how circumventing the laws betrays the fulfillment of profound goals explicated in our sacred 
texts. The shmita laws themselves acknowledge their own difficulty, 

http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/902515.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/08/world/middleeast/08shmita.html
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=990CE2DB123FF936A15753C1A9619C8B63&n=Top/Reference/Times%20Topics/People/E/Erlanger,%20Steven
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=990CE2DB123FF936A15753C1A9619C8B63&n=Top/Reference/Times%20Topics/People/E/Erlanger,%20Steven
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And should you ask, "What are we to eat in the seventh year, if we may neither sow nor 
gather in our crops?" I will ordain My blessing for you in the sixth year, so that it shall 
yield a crop sufficient for three years. [Vayiqra 25:20-21] 

In a day when the heads of companies are earning an annual income of £18,426,105 
(US$28,967,399届according to British Income Data Services, this was the sum earned by Mick 

Davies from Xstrata, a mining company that in the same year laid off employees and cut their 

pensions!), the parasha offers simple instructions throughout about how to promote a more 

ethical society: 

Share together with all creatures: 

 But you may eat whatever the land during its sabbath will produce 届 you, your male and 

 female slaves, the hired and bound laborers who live with you, and your cattle and the 

 beasts in your land may eat all its yield. [25:6-7] 

Be fair: 

 When you sell property to your neighbor, or buy any from your neighbor, you shall not 

 wrong one another. [25:14] 

Be honest about our mortal limits: 

 But the land must not be sold beyond reclaim, for the land is Mine; you are but strangers 

 resident with Me. [25:23] 

Treat people kindly and don't exploit weaknesses or be abusive: 

 If your kinsman, being in straits, comes under your authority, and you hold him as though 

 a resident alien, let him live by your side: do not exact from him advance or accrued 

 interest, but fear your God. Let him live by your side as your kinsman. Do not lend him 

 your money at advance interest, or give him your food at accrued interest. [25:35-37]

 You shall not rule over him ruthlessly. [25:43] 

 

The shmita observances curb incentive to earn excessively and prompt us to honor simplicity. 
According to the yovel-jubilee manifesto, the blessing of subsisting on the land pertains to every 
inhabitant. In our day, "women perform sixty-six percent of the world’s work, produce fifty 
percent of the food, but earn ten percent of the income and own one percent of the property” 
(UN Women, “Facts & Figures on Women, Poverty & Economics”). Re-distributing material 

http://www.incomesdata.co.uk/
http://www.unifem.org/gender_issues/women_poverty_economics/facts_figures.php
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resources among all strata of society proposes to redress gender inequity, release people from 
the suffering brought on by unfair distribution, and better honor human dignity.  

 You shall proclaim freedom throughout the land for all its inhabitants [25:10] 

 

Questions for Discussion 
Evaluate your views about the relevance of shmita to both farmers and non-farmers today, and 
how it could be observed in both rural and urban settings. While the commandments apply to 
Israel, how might the concepts and values also be relevant outside Israel? (See The Shmita 
Project study link below.) 
 
The Occupy movement, “We are the 99%”,  is growing throughout the world. Compare the 
messages and aims of this movement with those of shmita and yovel. 
 
According to Jonathan Chipman, “one may infer that it [human holiness in VaYiqra] means 
caring for one’s fellow man, behaving in an ethical manner, and creating an ethical society 
based, not only on decent behavior, but on loving and generous attitudes towards others. These 
goals, in Chipman's view, conflict with what he considers to be human nature,  
 

The human being is the exact opposite: his natural, inborn inclination is to take, 

to grasp, to enjoy, to pursue pleasure and happiness. An infant瀞s first instinct 
upon birth is to grasp his mother瀞s breast, to suck, to take what he/she needs. 
As a human being matures, his needs and his way of attaining that which he 

wants and/or needs matures and becomes more sophisticated, but his essential 

nature and root impulses remain the same. The object of the Torah and its 

mitzvot is thus to gradually change this nature, to train or teach the human 

being to give rather than to take, to care about others, to forego certain ego-

centered pleasures or at least to make them less central届and through this to 

become like God. 惇As I am merciful, so shall you be merciful; as I am 

compassionate, so shall you be compassionate.敦 [See his full essay.] 
 
Chipman's focus on the infant's experience in his example ignores the breast-feeding mother he 
mentions who epitomizes the caring, loving, generous attitude and behavior to which his ethics 
aspire. To what extent do you think that parents and all people are naturally caring and giving 
compared with the egotistical, pleasure-seekers Chipman describes? What is gained by this 
common, even dominant narrative about peoples' egotistical nature, and how, if at all, does it 
contribute toward or detract from holiness? 

http://www.tikkun.org/nextgen/kedoshim-the-holiness-code-in-the-book-of-leviticus
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Study Links 
 

The purpose of this project is to consider the role of Shmita in our lives, both for farmers 
in the land of Israel and for Jews around the world. We encourage people to do that in 
two ways-through using the laws and values of Shmita as the conceptual framework for 
creating a more sustainable Jewish community and a more sustainable world.  Second, 
to encourage practical application of Shmita laws among individuals and communities. 

 

Learn more about how “The Shmita Project”, a joint venture of The Jewish Farm School and 
Hazon, conceives the relevance of shmita to the Jewish People and the world. 
 
At the core of Heschel's Sabbath is the distinction between the sanctity of time and corruption 
and suffering in space. This synopsis of a review essay about Heschel's Sabbath explores its 
relevance to contemporary Diaspora Jews.  
 
Here is a New York Times view of the recent shmita year controversies in Israel. 
 
Concerning the shmita of loans and land—a commentary on Parashat Re'eh, see this essay by 
Shlomo Riskin in the Jewish Week. 
 
See these sites for Occupy—a global movement for social and economic justice: Occupy 
Together, Occupy Wall Street, Occupy London. Here is a New York Times essay about the 
branding of Occupy, and the site of one of its conceivers, Adbusters.  
 
This Wikipedia entry discusses the VaYiqra Holiness Code from a perspective of biblical 
criticism. 
 
Summary of Issues 
Shmita and yovel observance beckons us to attend to and sanctify our relationships—to one 
another, and to our world. The establishment of the State of Israel activates these observances 
and re-aligns the posture of the Jewish People in relation to space. 
 
Methods & Observations  
For thousands of years, Jews have been studying and interpreting the Torah in the Diaspora. 
Reading through the lens of the homecoming of the Jewish People, and the vital practices of 
Israeli society enables new perspectives on biblical texts that challenge previous core 
assumptions about our mortal lives—about space, time, gender, and holiness. 

 
Contact 
Please address queries and comments to Dr. Bonna Devora Haberman bonnadevora@gmail.com 

http://shmitaproject.jimdo.com/
http://mj.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2011/06/20/mj.kjr009.extract
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/08/world/middleeast/08shmita.html?_r=1&ref=middleeast&oref=slogin
http://www.thejewishweek.com/jewish_life/sabbath_week/sabbatical_land_and_loans_0
http://www.occupytogether.org/
http://www.occupytogether.org/
http://occupywallst.org/
http://occupywallst.org/
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/28/business/media/the-branding-of-the-occupy-movement.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/28/business/media/the-branding-of-the-occupy-movement.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.adbusters.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holiness_code

